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IT AIN’T EASY

THIRD PARTY SEEKS BALLOT STATUS
BY TIM BARNHART

STRAIGHT-SHOOTING PHOTOG

GORMAN A FAV OF POLITICOS
BY DAVE DREBES

Green Party (MGP), which is not
affiliated with it or GPUS. MGP
Differing shades of green are
concentrates its efforts in the
common in interior decorating.
City of St. Louis,
But how about the
Planting the seed where it fields
November ballot in
the city?
to make Missouri candidates for
City offices. PPM
The Progressive
a Green State.
plans to avoid
Party of Missouri
running candi(PPM),
the
dates in races in which MGP has
Missouri affiliate of the Green
candidates.
Party of the United States
Neither
(GPUS),
is
party should
circulating
be confused
petitions to
with
the
be on the
Democratic
Missouri balParty, whose
lot statewide
ballot color
in November.
in the City is
It uses the
Terry Bunker n a m e
Lydia Lewis
green.
PPM must submit 10,000
"Progressive Party" here to avoid
confusion with the Missouri
continued on p 16

Really Suzy, tell us what
you really think! Dropping in
unannounced to her west
Downtown office-loft in the
midst of a photo-shoot of a
local media personality, I was
treated to a reception straight
out of Scarface.
Not that I’m complaining.
Neither is anyone else. She’s
the best in town.
Suzy Gorman, 43, has
been in the business 24 years.
She met her first client Vince
Schoemehl through Kim
Tucci and has since shot the
complete who’s who of city
politicians. Name them and
she’s
probably
done
them––Russ
Carnahan,
Freeman Bosley Jr., Jim
Suzy Gorman on the other side of the lens, with President Bill
S h r e w s b u r y,
Clinton, one of the many Democrats she has photographed.
C h a r l i e
Dooley, Claire
part of her mystique and
McCaskill, Maida Coleman,
charm that have earned her
Connie Johnson, Amber
folk-lore status among the
Boykins…
political class. Her talent as a
And when she shoots
photographer has earned her
them she isn’t afraid to tell
their business.
them what to
For the last
BY DAVE DREBES
legislation called for elections to deterdo to improve
22
years
POLITICIANS SAY:
mine
the
board
composition.
Activists
their
mug.
"I
Gorman’s
stuFive long years since Alderman Terry
were
very
vocal
in
supporting
this
posimade
(former
dio
has
been
at
"Susy
Gorman
is
Kennedy began his quest to bring a civiltion,
even
as
others
questioned
the
wisstate
repre231
N.
22nd
the
definition
ian review board (CRB) to St. Louis, he
dom
of
this
sentative)
Street,
one
of picture perfect."
has finally cleared
approach.
It
Joan
Barry
go
block
west
of
Russ
Carnahan
the first hurdle, getappeared
to
be
to
a
black
hair
the
Tap
Room.
ting a bill passed
mainly a reaction to
dresser
in
The digs have
"Susy Gorman is the
through the Board of
their
distrust
of
the
East
St.
Louis
gotten pricier
best.
We
all
love
her."
Aldermen.
current
mayor.
They
seemed
little
conto
make
her
over the pasts
Lyda
Krewson
Kennedy always had the support of
cerned
with
the
fact
that
the
St.
Louis
hipper––and
several years.
the African American Caucus in the
Police
Officer
Association
(SLPOA)
has
her
daughters
When
she
"She
definitely
doesn’t
Board, assuring his legthanked
me!"
moved
into,
pull
any
punches,
but
I
islation of twelve of the
G o r m a n
the enormous
wish I had her to
ST. LOUIS CIVILIAN REVIEW BOARD (Board Bill 69) A L D E R M A N I C V O T E
necessary fifteen votes.
recalls.
space
which
dress
me
everyday."
But it sat stuck at VOTING YES
Frank Williamson (Ward 26)
G
o
r
m
a
n
,
has
become
her
Jeff
Smith
twelve votes for five Jim Shrewsbury (Board President) Gregory Carter (Ward 27)
has
very
cerstudio
rented
years, and faced a con- Charles Quincy Troupe (Ward 1)
VOTING NO
tain
opinf
o
r
tinued stalemate. Four Dionne Flowers (Ward 2)
Stephen Conway (Ward 8)
ions––about
people:
"(Jeff
$400/month.
Back
then,
she
Freeman
M.
Bosley,
Sr.
(Ward
3)
weeks ago, the calculaKenneth Ortmann (Ward 9)
Smith)’s annoying, but he
says, it was a "very hip,
tion was made that it O.L. Shelton (Ward 4)
Joseph Vollmer (Ward 10)
April
Ford-Griffin
(Ward
5)
got
a
good
picture
out
of
bohemian
neighborhood."
was time for a comproMatt Villa (Ward 11)
Lewis
E.
Reed
(Ward
6)
me;"
about
fashions:
"St.
Today
she
pays $1,750mise to bring the measFred Heitert (Ward 12)
Phyllis Young (Ward 7)
Louis
women
spend
all
month,
driving
away the creure the votes necessary
Fred Wessels (Ward 13)
Jennifer Florida (Ward 15)
their
time
on
their
hair,
the
ative,
starving-artists
populaStephen
Gregali
(Ward
14)
for passage.
Joseph D. Roddy (Ward 17)
thing
they
can
control,
and
tion.
But
other
things
haven’t
Donna
Baringer
(Ward
16)
The chief point of Terry Kennedy (Ward 18)
then
have
no
cute
clothes,
changed.
"The
neighborhood
Kathleen
Hanrahan
(Ward
23)
contention was how the Michael McMillan (Ward 19)
William Waterhouse (Ward 24)
no make-up;" and about
was dangerous then, and it’s
new CRB would be cho- Craig Schmid (Ward 20)
Dorothy Kirner (Ward 25)
places:
"I’m
in
love
with
St.
dangerous now," Gorman
sen. Kennedy’s original Bennice Jones King (Ward 21)
Lyda Krewson (Ward 28)
Louis."
says, explaining her pit-bull
Jeffrey Boyd (Ward 22)
continued on p 16
And those opinions are
continued on p 16
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THE INSIDE DIRT
out-fundraised by Republicans by
At the fundraiser for Sharon
at least 2:1, they are hitting their
Carpenter, an old hand at St. Louis
target numbers and feel good about
politics shimmied up the ACC to
‘06. Some of those targeted races
whisper that there will be a sixth
will be defensive, but he expects
candidate filing for the Senate 4th
that 2/3 of them are potential pickDistrict race. Moreover, because all
ups. He’s weary of making big preSt. Louis politics is racial, he noted
dictions are fall on their face (ala
that
it
will
be
a
white
Wes Shoemyer and Rick Johnson,
person––"someone whose name you
last cycle).
know," he winked.
There were two names that came
Despite the governor’s abysmal
immediately to mind––Tom Villa
approval ratings, there’s no panic
and Tom Bauer. The Villa rumor
from
Blunt.
didn’t pan out,
He’s showing
he’s not in the
a Bushesque
district
and
ability to tune
smarties figure
out his critics
that he may do
and
remain
another stint in
totally sure of
Jeff City, but
his
course.
that would be in
Strangely nei‘08 when he’s
ther he, nor
termed and his
t
h
i
s
state
senator,
Republican,
Maida Coleman
have any fear
is termed. Bauer
of
the
probably isn’t a
Mike McMillan joins the county office club. yet
gubernatorial
likely candidate
race in 2008. They say that Nixon
either. The Committee to Elect Tom
will find a way to lose it; They say
Bauer terminated on 01-03-06 with
he doesn’t work hard; They say he’s
Bauer eating the debt to himself.
AG for life. Well, the talk is easy in
"Said $14,952.55 is forgiven because
2006, but a year from now––after a
said amount will not and can not be
November drubbing and tipping in
raised in the future, and therefore is
fundraising fortunes––there might
essentially a bad debt," he penned to
be some scrambling going on.
the MEC.
Clint Zweifel says that the House
Democrats will be competitive in 10
– 15 seats. Although they’re being

Friday, March 10 members of UAW
Local 1887 were locked out of
Tyco-Mallinckrodt, a pharmaceutical company downtown. Local
1887’s union hall reported negotiations on a new contract ceased after
a 98 percent failure rate at the last
ratification vote––they have not
heard from Tyco since that time.
Among the issues of concern for
union members: rotating shifts
(including overnights); no pension
plan for new hires; three sick
and/or personal days accrued after
five years of employment, with
three days being the maximum
allowed; no new trainees allowed
in the shop, so no one can move up
from within; health insurance
moves from being fully paid for the
employee, spouse and dependants
to an HMO-type plan only partially
paid for by the employer; and 3 percent per year raise or a one time
$300 sign on bonus.

ONE MORE SHOVEL
> In the 5th ward a Tipster says
that Bertha Gilkey’s group to
recall April Ford-Griffin has
amassed around 500 signatures so
far.
> 8th Ward alderman, Steve
Conway, tells ACC that he has
decided to seek re-election next
spring.
> Most talked about figure not on
the ballot this election––Harriet
Woods. With the U-City election,
Mayor Adams is pissed off that
Woods is quarterbacking his
opponent’s campaign. Word is
that she carries a big stick in those
parts. We will see.

THUMB ROLL
INDEPENDENT PRESS
DREBES
Snarky Business Journal column puts him on Aldermanic Shit
List.
ACC
Adds more pages, more news and gets some real news-stands
on the street.
ST. LOUIS JOURNALISM REVIEW
Web U puts pub on notice; Klotzer vows survival.
CIVILIAN REVIEW BOARD
KENNEDY
Years of hard work, no grand standing; the reason we’re in
favor of cloning.
GREGALI
We’re not with him on this issue, but we salute that someone
still has the gumption to filibuster.
FLORIDA, RODDY, SCHMID, SHREWSBURY, YOUNG
One of you might be mayor someday. Crossing the color line
for a tough vote reminds of another budding alderman… Can
you spell Cervantes?
AFRICAN AMERICAN CAUCUS
12 votes as a solid block is power, baby.
NORTHSIDE POLITICOS
The issue has reinvigorated the desire to take back local control of the Police Department.
POLICE BOARD
Um, remind me again why we accept this institution?

$100
COULD GET YOU THIS AD SPACE, AND
A WHOLE LOT OF BUSINESS
Call Sunyatta at 314-629-5936 for more details

“Conformity is the
jailer of freedom
and the enemy of
growth.”
- John F. Kennedy
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15th Ward Alderwoman
Jennifer Florida
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
SECRET AGENTS

HEAVY

Dear Editor:
Buford and Clinkscale are agents of
Francis Slay and not independent
operators. The St. Louis School
District needs board members who

Can you feel it? A little thicker, a little more
informative, a little more fun.
This edition of the paper is 20 pages. It feels
like a nice weight for us. We’ve added a couple of special features. For example, we’re
dedicating some space now to continuing
coverage, so that we can give updates to
stories that we’ve followed in previous
issues. In this issue, Stephanie
Noecker re-visits the planned
Tower Grove Market and Matthew
Murphy keeps up on the education front.

Dear Editor:
In a recent article in your newsletter you put the location of Belas
Artes at 1854 Russell as being
between Lafayette Square and

Next to the classifieds we’re starting a real estate beat. This issue Toby Weiss
writes about a historic church in Dogtown whose fate looks grim. In the future
we’ll be bringing you on-the-ground coverage––trends and tid-bits about real
estate and housing across the city.
Part of the growth has come from expanding the Urban Almanac––our middle
lifestyle section. Lucas Hudson is the editor of that section and he’s added
some new features: Local writer James Goodman is starting a column, Harvest
of Stories; Tom Lampe is asking questions
of everyday St. Louisans in Streets of St.
Louis. And in the new Eclectica page you
will definitely find who-knows-what.

This edition of the
paper is 20 pages.
It feels like a nice
weight for us.

All of this is possible because we’ve attracted more advertisers. Of course I think it’s a
no-brainer. We’re a great place to advertise.
We have an amazingly engaged readership.
People who read Arch City Chronicle are involved. Whether it’s in their neighborhood organizations, churches, schools, book clubs or ward organizations,
they’re doers.
It’s obvious we assume an intelligent reader. Look at this issue: we don’t have
to tell our readers that a Civilian Review Board passed the Board of Aldermen.
They know that. We give them that little bit extra that they can’t find anywhere
else––how it went down.
We’re lucky to have such readers and we want to keep them happy. There are
two things you can do to help: first, we still need more advertisers. We distributed 20,000 twice a month and over seven thousand of them are delivered to
city residents through the mail. They aren’t left on some rack under three other
publications. They are in people’s home, being read. We have a better penetration than most others. If you have a business, we’d love to pitch you on how
we can help you grow it.
Second, we need to keep our content fresh. So please send us your
tips––dave@archcitychronicle.com .
What’s happening but not being covered? What’s the secret that should be
spoken? Tell us, we’d love to report it.
Happy reading, see you in April!
Dave Drebes
Have any thoughts about what Dave had to say? Please send your comments or questions to dave@archcitychronicle.com

CONTACTS

John Patrick Mahoney
St. Louis

HELLO FROM McKINLEY HEIGHTS

Further back we’re offering a page of free classifieds. First come, first serve. Of
course preference goes to those advertising in other parts of the paper. Have
something you want to buy, sell, meet or announce, just go to archcitychronicle.com and submit your classified––for free!

GENERAL MANAGER:
Dave Drebes
314-255-5210
ARCH CITY CHRONICLE ADVERTISING:
Sunyatta Marshall 314-629-5936
CIRCULATION/SUBSCRIPTION:
Eileen Card
314-678-2931
URBAN ALMANAC:
Lucas Hudson
314-495-0171
LAYOUT/DESIGN:
Sarah Saputo
314-283-6535
DISTRIBUTION:
Joe Hanson
314-678-2931

represent the children and parents
and not political interests, however
self-serving they may be.

dave@archcitychronicle.com
sunyatta@archcitychronicle.com
eileen@archcitychronicle.com
lucas@archcitychronicle.com
sarah@archcitychronicle.com

Soulard. Just to let you know, it is
located in the McKinley Heights
neighborhood. We are proud of our
neighborhood.
Pat Horak
McKinley Heights

AUTOMOTIVE OPINIONS
Dear Editor:
I applaud Lucas' article regarding
the inability of American Car companies to compete in the hybrid car
market. Arguably they have failed
to compete in the car market, especially in America. Yet, I wholeheartedly agree with the intent of
the article. Although what Lucas'
article did is pluck at the heartstrings of environmental and antiSUV crowd while making excuses
for the unions and Japanese auto
makers. What the article failed to
do is look at
a number of
issues.
F i r s t ,
some of the
a r c h a i c
union practices
have
resulted in the Big Three having to
"under-engineer" their products.
Union contracts with the Big Three
cause automakers to employ more
people, instead of creating efficiencies and thereby a better product. I
recall an article some years ago
comparing the number of parts in a
GM dashboard to a Honda dashboard. GM engineers had to engineer their product assembly to
"create work," whereas at Honda
and Toyota, they could create a
dashboard that was essentially one
giant injection-molded piece of
plastic. As a result, your Chevy
Impala dashboard starts to squeak
after 10,000 miles and your Honda
dash humms quietly along well
into the 100,000 mile range.
Lucas mentions how the Big
Three don't pay much attention to
the small/mini car market. He pretty much leaves the Japanese makers off the hook on this thing which
is unfair. The Honda Accord and
the Toyota Camry were among the
top five selling cars in America in
2005. Both cars have responded to
American tastes over the years and
have gotten progressively larger to
compete with the Ford Taurus and
Impala. They both have offered a
V6 for years. Let's not forget the
addition of the Nissan Titan,
Toyota
Tundra
and
Honda

Ridgeline Trucks. The Ridgeline
got 2006 Truck of the Year. The
Toyota Tacoma got 2004 Truck of
the Year. The Titan won in a headto-head against Ford and Chevy in
the 2004 Car and Driver Magazine.
What this says is that the Japanese
know how to market vehicles.
Accords and Camrys aren't flying
off the shelves in other parts of the
world. It is only now that there is
outrage in the world over oil prices
that they are putting the Yaris and
similar "mini" cars on the market.
Look at the top sellers in
Europe––VW
Golf, Peugeot
206,
Opel
Corsa, Ford
Focus.
Yes
the
Ford
Focus! Ford
has
been
cranking out those vehicles in
Europe for years and it is actually
the top selling car in the U.K.. Opel
is owned by GM and the Corsa has
long been a top pick in Europe.
You can hardly blame the US for
not making an effort. They have the
products to sell; the American market doesn't want them. The top
three sellers in the US are the
Ford/Chevy/Dodge pickups, in that
order. Would you expect Starbucks
to stop selling coffee and switch to
herbal tea? No. So to blame the car
makers to the extent you have is
not fair, as they have shown they
have the skill and products to compete in a world market. Blame your
neighbors!
The car market has gotten
increasingly segmented with literally hundreds of products to
choose from. Look at any car
maker's web site. They have the
hybrid section, pickups, SUV's in

They have the products to
sell; the American market
doesn't want them.

continued on p 6
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GUZY

SAYS...

WHAT IF THEY GAVE A CRIME WAVE

& NOBODY CAME
do with it.)
One of the outcomes of proExperts
profit
from
the
longed drug wars is fewer drug dealAmerican propensity for social
ers. Though innocent bystanders
amnesia. As members of a conare sometimes imperiled, most of
sumer culture, we’re encouraged to
the people shot in these affairs are
anticipate rather than reflect, makdrug traffickers. Stabilization of the
ing the study of history—well—hiscrack market has made the affected
tory. The national fixation on shortneighborhoods safer, but cannot
term memory in turn benefits foreaccount for the plunge in crime
casters whose wildly inaccurate
rates in suburban and rural areas
predictions are usually soon forgotwhere the drug is rare.
ten.
Police administrators like to
Back in the early 90s, there was
attribute drops in crime to their
consensus among learned commeninnovative strategies. (When the
tators that we were poised on the
rate goes up, they explain that crime
brink of an exponential increase in
is a complex social phenomenon
teenage violence. Criminologist
brought on by factors beyond their
John DiIulio foresaw the rise of
control.) That Rudy Giuliani and
"super-predators" while his colhis hand-picked police chief, Bill
league, John Alan Fox, warned of a
Bratton, cleaned up New York City
coming "bloodbath"
is the stuff of legend.
Just as these hysteri- Like most legends,
precipitated by the
cal prognostications this one is hard to
nation’s youth.
Just as these hyswere being accepted document.
terical prognosticaFor one thing,
into the common wistions
were
being
crime went down at a
dom, the reverse pheaccepted into the
similar rate across the
nomenon was taking nation
common wisdom, the
during
place.
reverse phenomenon
Giuliani’s
reign.
was taking place. In
Either his programs
retrospect, it’s clear that the crime
exerted influence of continental
rate peaked in 1989, then fell preproportions, or he was simply
cipitously during the ensuing
another rooster taking credit for the
decade. This trend is especially
dawn. Arguing strongly for the latevident among the young. The juveter interpretation is the related fact
nile crime rate is currently lower
that NYC crime had begun to
than it’s been in over 40 years.
decline in 1990. By the time of
What happened?
Giuliani’s inauguration in 1994, the
Various explanations have been
homicide rate had already fallen by
advanced to account for this unannearly 20 percent.
ticipated development—often by
In his book, Freakonomics,
the same people who had predicted
economist Steven Levitt identifies
its opposite. A few of the favorites
three factors that correspond stronginclude rising prosperity, declining
ly with reduced crime.
usage of crack cocaine and the
Incarceration.
Again
with
implementation of innovative policapologies to the liberals in the audiing strategies. At first blush, all of
ence, more criminals locked up for
these seem to make sense but furlonger terms = less crime. This
ther analysis reveals that none of
includes the classic "non-violent
them had much to do with the drop
drug offenders" who often have to
in crime.
steal to support their habit.
Politicians often tout jobs as the
More cops. Localities that
solution to crime. Indeed, studies
expand their police forces tend to
indicate a general correlation
decrease street crime. Thanks in
between the rates of unemployment
part to federal aid from the Clinton
and non-violent crime, with a 1 peradministration, the number of cops
cent decline in the former correrelative to the general population
sponding with a 1 percent reduction
increased about 14 percent during
in the latter. During the 90s, unemthe 90s.
ployment fell 2 percent; non-violent
Legalized abortion. Moral concrime fell by about 40 percent.
cerns notwithstanding, Levitt makes
Clearly, something else was at work.
a powerful statistical case for this
Further, no relationship can be
factor. By definition, women who
demonstrated between unemploywant abortions don’t want the child
ment and violent crime. Homicide
they bear. Unwanted children are
was the crime category that experifar more likely to engage in criminal
enced the greatest decline during
activities than those who come from
the decade.
nurturing homes.
The introduction of crack
The crime rate began to decline
cocaine during the 80s touched off a
17 years after Roe v. Wade—just
series of bloody inner-city turf wars
when the first wave of aborted pregbetween rival gangs intent on sellnancies would have entered their
ing it. Drive-by shootings became
peak crime years. Five states had
commonplace in the predominately
legalized abortion prior to Roe. The
black neighborhoods where the
crime rate in these states began to
crack trade flourished. These batfall earlier than did the rates in the
tles inflated the urban violent crime
rest of the nation. Further, the
rate and are the reason that
states with the highest abortion
Congress passed laws punishing
rates experienced the steepest drops
possession of crack cocaine more
in crime.
harshly than its powdered counterIt is said that facts are stubborn
part. (I hate to disappoint concerned
things. Levitt’s certainly fit that
liberals but racism had nothing to
definition. >

BY M.W. GUZY
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GETTING IT RIGHT

DO AS BUSH DOES:
CUT TAXES AND GROW THE ECONOMY
BY ED MARTIN

UNBLINKING ATTENTION
to our ASSIGNMENTS
Paristyle Building
1517 Washington
W
Ave. • St. Louis, MO 63103
314.421.6
421.6700 314.421.0353 f publiceye@msn.com

If you are a fan of the television
show "Friends" (as I am), you may
remember the episode when Rachel,
newly hired as a waitress at the coffee shop Central Perk, receives her
first pay check and notices that a
big chunk of money is missing.
"Who's FICA?" she blurts. "And
why's he getting all my money?"
Nowadays, it is a little hard to
picture a 20-something in Soulard
or the Central West End expressing
such naïve surprise when opening a
paycheck. But it can be infuriating
for new workers to
discover that FICA
joins with the City
earnings tax to take
an
even
larger
chunk out of paychecks. For almost
50 years, our City
has taken 1 percent
of workers’ pay and
a .5 percent tax on payroll from
employers. This tax is too much
and it is crippling our City. The
recent study by the Show-Me
Institute, a libertarian/conservative
think tank based in Clayton, reveals
that the e-tax is a drag on our city
holding us back and creating serious disincentives for business and
citizens to stay in the City. You cannot tax the workers and the businesses and expect them to stay and
pay.
Recently, Comptroller Darlene
Green told the Post-Dispatch that it
was unrealistic to cut or limit the
earnings tax. After all, she said, the
e-tax makes up 30 percent of the
city’s budget––close to the same
amount we spend on public safety.
She instead suggested that we
adjust or limit the tax increment
financing (TIF). This is exactly the
wrong approach. TIF creates incentives for investors and businesses to
come to the
city; the earnings tax creates
an incentive for
people to leave
and flee the tax burden for nearby
communities that do not have the
taxes.
Sure, TIF beneficiaries
(developers, speculators, etc.) make
money on their deals and abuses do
occur. Still, at least these people
and corporations are still in the City
doing business. Every citizen or
business that moved from the City
to St. Louis County (or Jefferson
County or St. Charles) instead of
staying and paying is the fruit of our
failed earnings tax policy.

Here is my plan: cut the earnings
tax first for workers. Over five years,
cut the tax by 20 percent per year.
In year six, begin to cut the employers’ tax by 10 percent per year over
five years. That is, over ten years,
wean our City off of the tax. The
flow of businesses and citizens back
in to the City will increase other
taxes and offset losses. But it may
not be enough. What we need is cut
back on the City payroll and the city services that may be
redundant or overdone.
Yes, it is time to
cut city government.
But, where can we
cut? Let’s start with
the basics. Here is an
example: in my neighborhood, the
trash gets picked up twice a week
(Monday and Thursday).
Why
could we not pick up trash on
Monday and every other Thursday?
This could cut the pick ups by
about 25 percent and would have
not impact on my garbage needs. If
I can find 25 percent in my own
back alley, surely City government
can find more fat to cut. We should
also follow the example of other
cities
like
Philadelphia
and
Indianapolis and privatize certain
City services to cut costs.
All in all, we must cut the earnings tax if we want to bring the City
back. Just like Presidents Reagan
and George W. Bush, our local leaders must have the courage to cut the
taxes to allow the economy to grow.
****
Above, I wrote about the new
think tank, the Show Me Institute.
It is a conservative/libertarian think
tank founded by –
among others – Crosby
Kemper of Kansas City
and Rex Sinquefield of
St. Louis. The Show
Me Institute plans to influence public debate by thoughtful analytic
work. Look out for them, their
works and ideas. Check them out at
www.showmeinstitute.org. >

The earnings tax
creates an incentive for people to
leave and flee
the tax burden.

Yes, it is time to cut
city government.

Ed Martin, the Republican
Chairman of the St. Louis City
Board of Elections, is a lawyer in
general practice in south City who
also thinks that the street cleaners
are over-doing it on his street. He
can be reached at ed@aul.org.
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Sunyatta Marshall
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three sizes, mid-size, sporty two
seaters, sedans, hatchbacks, and
those mini SUV/Hatchback looking
things all with their own level of
'pimping' options.
Japan and Germany have ZERO
indigenous oil. As a result they
have constantly been improving the
quality and efficiency of their vehicles because their respective markets demand it. Americans haven't
had to face that yet, and likely
won't for decades to come.
Mercedes is coming out with a full
line of hybrids and has begun pushing their turbo diesel again. Japan
is already there.

I am a car buff and love seeing
the hybrid and mini market grow. I
would also love to see some of the
great European mini-car products
come to this side of the pond.
Peugeot has historically had some
of the greatest styled cars in the
world, yet Americans are unaccepting of them. Rather than bashing
the US makers for their late entry
into the hybrid game, let’s applaud
them and respond by buying the
products.
Christopher J. Zoellner
St. Louis

TURK’S ENDORSEMENT
Dear Editor;
My child attends the SLPS.
Whenever I read an ACC editorial
about the SLPS I end up scratching
my head. Are we looking at the
same Board of Education? How can
intelligent, thoughtful people come
to such divergent conclusions as
your editorial writer and poor me?
Ah, I know. I enrolled my child in
the SLPS. I must be an idiot. Who
in their right mind would do such a
thing?
Well, the answer is someone
who believes enough in public education to want to work to improve
public schools starting with her
own kid. Has it been easy? No.
Have I had an impact? Yes. Are the
schools better because my kid is in
them? Well, his MAP scores are in
the proficient range.
Seeing the district from the
inside, I take issue with your
endorsement of Darnetta Clinkscale
and Jim Buford. The ACC has consistently justified the evisceration
of the SLPS, for which the mayor’s
endorsees are responsible, by the
sorry shape the district was in when
they were elected.
You have consistently made light of
the mess they have
made since their
election as if the mess that was
there before justified the greater
mess things are in now. Rather than
championing constructive school
reform, the ACC has supported the
deformation of the SLPS during the
past three years as if that were the
only solution. But, the education of
city children has suffered under
Darnetta Clinkscale’s leadership. I
see the effects of her decisions
every day.
You are trying to turn the
upcoming election into a referendum on Supt. Williams and his
strategic plan. It is not. It is a referendum on Darnetta Clinkscale’s
leadership. If anything, Clinkscale
and company have made Williams’
job tougher. Williams’ plan reverses
the results of their
"positive
vision". It is an indictment of what
Clinkscale and company have done.
It re-institutes programs they eliminated and reopens schools they
closed.
We have had five superintendents in the three years since
Clinkscale became president of the
Board of Education. Need I remind
you of the mismanaged search that
resulted in Rudy Crew leaving them
at the altar or Floyd Crues’ mysterious disappearance four months

after his appointment? Easy for
you to dismiss these incidents. As
a parent whose child’s education
was impacted, I am less forgiving.
Contrary to your insinuation
that Williams will leave if anyone
but the mayor’s candidates win, I
worry he’ll leave if we re-elect
them. Can Arlene Ackerman be
expected to cool her jets as a parttime employee? The corporate
model they adopted does not work
in the schools. Teachers are not
assembly line workers. Children
are animate. You can’t assemble
knowledge in their heads like you
can assemble a car.
No one wants our schools to
improve more than us parents. I
have no agenda other than getting
my child the best education possible. That is why I support Peter
Downs and Donna Jones for school
board. Like me, they have extensive knowledge of the district.
Their children's education is at
stake.
This election hinges on intelligent, thoughtful people who have
come to divergent conclusions
about how to fix
broken schools.
You have parents and teachers on one hand
striving to elect
Peter
Downs
and Donna Jones versus politicians
and business people who favor
Clinkscale and Buford.
While Buford is a recent
appointee he fully supports
Clinkscale’s accomplishments and
votes no differently than Vince
Schoemehl
would
have.
Furthermore, Buford founded the
Black Leadership Roundtable. BLR
Education Committee members
dreamed up the plan to get elected
by wedding themselves to Mayor
Slay and Vince Schoemehl. All
four of the BLR members currently
on the school board were endorsed
by Mayor Slay.
We all want the same thing.
Better schools. I stake my child’s
education on Peter Downs and
Donna Jones.

The education of city
children has suffered
under Clinkscale’s
leadership.
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Susan Turk
St. Louis
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DRESS AND CODE
BY LUCAS HUDSON

Baggy pants.

These examples of fashion statements and slang made popular
largely by inner city black males
rule the hip-hop obsessed urban
landscape in St. Louis and most
any-city U.S.A. But what do the
clothes and the slang really mean?
Nothing more than a buy-in to the
perceived glory, glitz and bling of
the street life repeated ad nauseam
in rap videos? A passing fancy in
no way different than stretch pants,
leg warmers, bell bottoms and lowrise jeans? Of course, they mean
much more. In a silent acknowledgement to a time when Ebonics
was a method of African-American
slaves communicating with each
other without slavemasters and
other whites being able to understand what was said, rap and the
accompanying fashion is a language
of inclusion. However, there is a
distressing problem with devastating consequences to the AfricanAmerican community: the commercialization of the message itself.
Being commercialized, soft and
hardcore rap have turned from a
method of communication within
African-American confines to a
gross cariacature packaged and sold
like
any
other
commodity.
Tragically, these cariacatures are
being internalized by AfricanAmerican youth.
One of the many sociological
constants in African-American history is a basic need to differentiate
from American society as a whole;
in essence, to be unplugged from
the society that put the scarlet letter
N squarely on the forehead of every
African descendant.
There are
many ways to be different, or in the
presence of the white majority (during slavery), speak or even sing in
relative code that would be difficult
for outsiders to understand.
Spirituals like "Swing Low Sweet
Chariot" and "Wade in the Water"
sounded like harmless Christian
hymns to the unaware, but had a
double meaning to the slaves; signaling that the coast was clear and
the time to escape was now or
would perhaps contain obvious

Doo Rags.

Bandanas.

Tall T’s.

"Derrty" "Grillz"

"Ice" "Twennies"

The ability to become unplugged,
or not truly understood by white
society was a tool of survival for
African-Americans, and it is no
coincidence that little over a century after the end of slavery, Rap
music, the dominant form of inner
city musical expression and endless wellspring of urban slang, performs a similar function.
To put it simply, most hardcore
rap is unintelligible to those on the
outside looking in, and the style of
dress taken from the same streets
that hardcore rap exalts also
exudes an unwillingness to assimilate into the American whole.
“Take that monkey s*** off, you
embarrassing us,
I got that red promithezine, big
orange and yellow tuss,
Hydrocodone on a hands-free
phone,
The '84 broughm, on them blades,
20-inch chrome,
If you got 16, you can get a thiz-erp
I'm choking on that dozier sweet
and sipping on that sizz-urp,
3/6 Mafia f/UGK "Sippin on Some
Syrup", 2000

instruction to fugitive slaves on
how to avoid capture.
Language is another time-worn
method of being unplugged.
Ebonics, in situational use, daily
use and in
rap music is
misunderstood
and
mischaracterized as a
dialect
of
ignorance,
laziness and
miseducation
by many blacks and whites, in addition to those left and right of center.
Basic research on the history of
Ebonics reveals that it was a crea-

ture of necessity, but grew to be a
weapon of dissent. Various African
tribes cohabitated plantations, and
accordingly, a rough English dialect
sprang forth, mixing in some elements of
e a c h
tribal
syntax.
What is
sometimes
forgott e n
about
Ebonics is that the rough dialect
grew to become a way of communicating that when spoken quickly,
only the slaves really understood.

That brutal image of inner city
African-American life is nothing more than an economic
item to sell, just like toothpaste or peanut butter.

Much like old-time Ebonics,
only "insiders" could decipher
what is being said in those 6 lines.
Unlike Ebonics, whose sole audience was African-American, the
"insiders" are no longer just
African-American. Since there are
billions of dollars at stake packaging the "ghetto" experience to
white suburbanites; rap, as a medium of discussing problems and
grievances in the black community
has long since fallen by the wayside. What we have now is largely
a formulaic medium tailored
toward focusing on violence, thuggery and misogyny in order to
appease the fantasies of suburbia.
The problem with that is an entire
generation of African-Americans
are starting to internalize that message as an accurate characterization of what "being black" really is;
when in fact, that brutal image of
inner city African-American life is
continued on page 10
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NOCTURNE
THE CURE FOR THE COMMON COUCH

AYA S O F I A
9671 CHIPPEWA STREET ST. LOUIS, MO 314-645-9919
BY SHANNON
McGINN
H e r e ’s
your history lesson
for the day;
the 1,400
year-old
H a g i a
Sophia or
Ayasofya was a Greek Orthodox
church and then a Muslim mosque
located in Istanbul, Turkey before
its conversion into a museum. The
massive dome of the brick and marble structure is only slightly smaller than that of the Parthenon and
contains 30 million tiny mosaic
tiles.
By contrast, Aya Sofia, a
Turkish/Mediterranean restaurant
in South St. Louis is intimate,
uncluttered and warmly inviting.
While several tables fill the center
front of house, comfortable booths
line the perimeter. There’s an illusion of privacy granted by the
ornate, wooden dividers and filmy
red curtains. Ethnic music, played
just a bit too softly provides background noise during a recent visit.
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The Aya Sophia Meze appetizer
plate we ordered was really tasty.
The humus with paprika was flavorful and had a thick, smooth consistency while the sigara boregi
(fried feta cheese) could have been
a meal on its own. Although I didn’t make out the bulgar wheat in
the tabuli, it was so fresh and colorful, I hardly noticed. The stuffed
grape leaves lacked the slimy texture so often found in Greek restaurants, and that’s a good thing.
My
dining
companion
ordered
the
ginormous lamb
shank
(served
with fabulously
not-overcooked,
hand-cut vegetables and perfect
rice pilaf) while I
opted for the
night’s special,
equally
huge,
chicken entrée
with the same
sides. The bird
was rubbed with a blend of secret
Turkish spices and roasted. The
darker portion of the chicken was

moist and had absorbed the unique
spice although the white meat was
a tad on the arid side. Did I mention the portion
sizes? Massive!
Colossal! How
does one say
"Whoa, Nelly!"
in Turkish?
Dessert was a
revelation.
When our helpful and knowledgeable server
explained that
the firin sutlac
chilled rice pudding was not
like grandma’s, I
was a little hesitant. People usually invoke grandma when describing
something homey and delicious.

My skepticism was unfounded as
the dessert was like velvet with
vanilla and cinnamon. I fear the
noises I made while eating it may
have caused other diners to wonder
just what the hell was going on in
booth No. 3. Aya Sophia’s baklava
was another pleasant surprise.
Made with a simple syrup instead of
honey, it was lighter and sweeter
with a crisper filo top than the
Greek version. The only small thing
to land on our table was the sweet
Turkish coffee, although size was no
measure of its full taste. Needless
to say, no take home bag was necessary for the dessert portion of the
meal.
Realistically, I’ll probably never
travel to Turkey and many St.
Louisans will never have Turkish
food. So, go! >

N O C T U R N E PERSONAL PLEASURES
for the love of WOW
REMIX
COME WITH US AS WE REVISIT NOCTURES’ PAST
BY LUCAS HUDSON
SCOTTISH ARMS
St. Louis owes a considerable debt
to Alastair Nisbet and his restaurant, the Scottish Arms. First, Mike
"Shrek" Myers has been outed for
his poor imitation of the Scot
accent. Second, a bartender in a kilt
is downright sexy and finally, it’s
possible to drink a different singlemalt scotch every night for a couple
of months without ever repeating
yourself.
The Scotsman did his patrons
another favor
in expanding
the menu (dinner only) to
include a significantly higher number of
m e a t l e s s
options. When
vegetarians
talk,
the
Scottish Arms
listens.
Chef Damian Conely
changed the menu to include dishes
for those not inclined to eat a one
pound t-bone steak, pork chops or
the much maligned but ceremonial
Haggis. (It’s sausage, folks.)
He describes the new items as
"fusion" rather than traditional
Scottish to provide balance and
choice for a broad range of diners.
Some vegetarian additions include
a stuffed portabella mushroom, an
eggplant and spinach dip served
with oven baked pita bread, vege t a b l e
lasagne, foccacia bread
topped with
garlic butter, colorful
peppers and
olives and
hummus made with red pepper and
Italian parsley.
Friends, you cannot ask for more
than a taste of whiskey, food for the
people and the words of Robbie
Burns, so raise your glass to the
Scottish Arms!

hipster movement began in St.
Louis and is known as much for the
atmosphere of late night, urban cool
clientele as the dining experience.
Chef Clara Moore believed it was
time to update the classics to complement the bigger restaurant space,
bigger stage and even the bigger
bathrooms!
URBAN ALMANAC (UA): What
was the impetus for changing the
long-standing menu?
MOORE: I was bored.
I wanted the menu to
be more cutting edge,
more current. In addition, we want to focus
more on local farmers,
growers and meat suppliers. It’s fun for me
to take on different
challenges to keep the
menu evolving. I’ll be
creating new items
based on seasonal availability.

Friends, you cannot
ask for more than a
taste of whiskey,
food for the people
and the words of
Robbie Burns.

UA: Hold the phone! Does this
mean the manicotti I’ve been ordering for years is gone?
MOORE: The classics haven’t
changed and we still have the popular items like baked spaghetti, manicotti and all the sauce recipes are
still the same. The right side of the
menu changes weekly but the
favorites will be there.
UA: How have the changes been
received so far?

We want to focus
more on local farmers, growers and
meat suppliers.

MANGIA ITALIANO
Mangia Italiano. It’s where the

MOORE: On opening day
it was great! People really
like the small plates of
food and the increase in
menu. The initial interest
seems to have died down
a little bit but it’ll take a
little time.
The web site,
www.dineatmangia.com will be
updated often for people to see
what’s new.
Old habits die hard, don’t they?
The obvious answer: order your
favorite classic and sample the new
creations. It’s the perfect excuse to
get one of those cute folding boxes
Mangia uses for leftovers.

BY JUDITH A. CULP

I will readily admit it––I’m a
gadget girl. I know I’m a rare
breed but I am not ashamed. I
grew up with a myriad of male
influences
around
the
house––my father, older brothers
and male cousins, and was constantly denied participation in
their attempts at virtual neutering, via trash-talking sessions, of
whatever video game system was
en vogue. But, my attraction to
all things electronic never died,
and my repressed need for electronic domination still lives.
Now you will
understand why
I had to forgo
my lame-o free
phone and step
up to the enigma
that
is
my
palmOne Treo.
The lame-o
phone did its
job fine but
something was missing. I quickly grew tired of its mind-numbing affordability and began my
search for wow. You know what
I’m talking about, those moments
when you are chatting up a coworker or a friend, your cell
rings and you pull out this shiny,
cool phone and they go "wow."
Sure, it’s not high school anymore and we are all past the
point of keeping up with the
Joneses, but a wow still feels
good. Let’s face it, as you get
older there aren’t many wow
moments.
Being an adult is boring.
Plus, it is really fun for me when
a man notices my phone. It was
like the summer I drove my
brother’s Porsche Carrera. I got

plenty of condescending looks
from the guys at stoplights like
"she doesn’t know how to drive
that thing"––then I’d peel off and
leave them in the dust. But if they
assumed I don’t know how to use
my Treo, well, they’d be right!
I can make phone calls and
take a few pictures, but apparently the phone can do so much
more. And if I applied myself I
would discover my Treo has a
multitude of functions that I
haven’t bothered to learn. If I took
the time to read the big booklet it
came
with
or
install the software
that allows me to
sync my phone
with my computer…uh…ok. Why
would I sync my
phone with my
computer?
Besides, syncing up the phone
and your laptop
sounds too Matrixy. I don’t want to be that connected in case computers really do
take over the world. Is some freak
on MySpace going to hack my
computer and install lookatmycrotch.jpg as my permanent
screensaver on the phone? I am
sweating trying to figure out how
to speed dial customer service in
an attempt to get a bogus charge
off of my credit card––having to
enter a billion numbers on the
microscopic dial pad just to talk
to a guy in India who wasn’t nearly as upset as I was about the $500
Home Depot purchase on my last
statement. All of that for the
wow––and I can’t wait to
upgrade. Hey, why mess with
imperfection? >

Sure, it’s not high
school anymore
and we are all past
the point of keeping up with the
Joneses, but a wow
still feels good.

What are you
waiting for?
Our rates are great,
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better, and
our demographics...
well you’re reading
us aren’t you?
Call Sunyatta Marshall
at 314-629-5936
for advertising details
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Dress and Code continued from page 7

nothing more than an economic
item to sell, just like toothpaste or
peanut butter. Life in the inner city
is already difficult enough without
having to hear on the radio, and see
on T.V. 24/7 just how you are supposed to be "keeping it real" by acting, dressing and talking in a way
that is largely negative.
Nothing is absolute, and while
there many viable hip-hop artists
who don’t package the ghetto for the
suburbs and continue to advance
the medium as an art form, its obvious that the quickest route for success is to glorify all the negatives of
inner city life and sell it to the highest bidder. Can life in the inner-city
be brutal? Yes. Are there guns and
drugs? Yes. Is there discrimination? Is there despair? Yes-- But

there are also many hard-working
youth who go to work and school
and scrape by to survive. But rapping about trying to get an education or working three jobs to support a single parent household, or
even about racism and politics (like
Public Enemy) just won’t sell to
suburbanites who are buying up all
these albums. They want guns,
drugs, and pimps.
Listening to hip-hop or hardcore
rap is one thing, but adopting the
style is quite another. What exactly
does it mean to dress "hip-hop"?
Does dressing in "Tall T’s, "dopeman nike’s" and sporting pants that
sag a foot past the beltline cast a
question on the nature of the person
inside? Do sporting doo-rags and
wearing ostentatious jewelry automatically mean the person wearing
the clothes has a "thug" mentality,

“Hip-hop is a trend. It doesn’t sy
That’s like saying everybody who we
be they black, white, Asian or
Hispanic? What is the dividing line
between mimicking "thug life" and
actually internalizing it? In many
ways it does not matter. What does
matter, is that people who do dress
in that manner are themselves
unfairly targeted for discrimination.
The Urban Almanac interviews
local legend Big Sexy Cool, aka D.J.
Kaos, to hear what he has to say on
the topic.
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Almanac: Do you think black males are
discriminated against for the way they
dress?
D,J. Kaos: I wouldn’t say black males. I
would say young adults period within
the hip-hop culture.
Its not a
black/white issue…We all know hiphop is not a black "thing" anymore. No
way hip-hop can dominate and make
the revenue it does if it was just African-

shoelaces or bandanas have any
gang significance to you?
DJ Kaos: To me, Gangs are stupid.
They have a purpose, but I have
never belittled myself to find out
what that purpose is. They are for
people with low-self esteem, kind of
a social club. In reality, its nothing
but a bunch of cowards coming
together.
A bunch of cowards
together aren’t cowards anymore.
They are bullies. You fight battles
one-on-one. Your boys are not going
to be there on judgment day when
the Lord is going to send you to
heaven or hell. Gangs are for losers.
Almanac: Do you think the police
target a certain style of dress?
DJ Kaos: Hell yes. The majority of
crimes committed are by people
who don’t have jobs. These guys

don’t have money. These guys are
part of the hip-hop culture and get
targeted. Its an economical thing.
The trend is the same thing on
Clayton as it is on Penrose. The difference is where are you at with it?
There are police in Clayton and
there are police on Penrose. They
target 18-34 year old males, be they
black or white in the hip-hop culture. It could be Mexican, Latino,
or an Asian brother. Males 18-30
are the ones out here trying to get
some cash. >
DJ Kaos has an album coming
out next spring called DJ Kaos
Presents: Runnin from the Police.
Produced By Kriss Kringle, DJ Kaos
and the Freik Mob. The company is
Monomuzik, and you can get more
info from monomuzik.com.

ymbolize guns or trouble makers.
ears a suit and tie is an executive.”
American. The white audience buys
more than African-Americans do. How
is hip-hop outselling country? Now
hip-hop is what, doubling what country
does? Hip-hop is what today’s child and
young adult wants to hear.
Almanac: What is the purpose of being
"thugged-out?
D.J. Kaos: What we are witnessing is a
trend. Tattoos, piercings, fitted caps,

long white T’s—that is the way hiphop is––it’s a trend. It doesn’t symbolize guns or trouble makers.
That’s like saying everybody who
wears a suit and tie is an executive.
You can be a fuckin killer with a
goddamn shirt and tie on. You
can’t judge somebody by what they
wear. It’s a stereotype.
Almanac:

Do

certain

colors,
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HARVEST OF STORIES

THE ST. LOUIS BLUES
BY JAMES STONE GOODMAN
I met the St. Louis blues in a
teen-aged kid fixing instruments in
the back room of a music store in
the Delmar Loop. It was 1981.
I had just arrived in St. Louis
from another river city; the character of the two cities different
though, like all great American
cities, both boasted a proud musical tradition. I had heard of the St.
Louis blues, but heard it first as a
tune.
The best-known blues tune in
the world was written by W.C.
Handy: the St. Louis Blues, who
said he was inspired to write it
while wandering the streets of St.
Louis. There was also a short film,
two reels, made in 1929, based on
the tune and starring, in her only
film appearance, the celebrated
Bessie Smith who recorded the tune
in 1925, featuring Louis Armstrong
on cornet.
The song also
inspired
a
full
length feature film,
"St. Louis Blues",
produced in 1958,
the story of W. C.
Handy. Often called
the founder of the
Blues,
W.C.
Handy’s roots are
laid in Memphis’ Beale Street. The
movie starred Nat King Cole as Will
Handy (that’s Billy Preston playing
him as a boy).
Not native to these parts, I was
aware of some deep connection of
St. Louis to the blues. Still I was not
prepared to meet it, face to face, this
blues history living through an
African American boy, not even a
young man yet, in a back room in
the Delmar Loop, early 80s, when I
first arrived. I had imagined that the
real St. Louis blues was a thing of
the past.
I walked into a music store and
met Michael. We shared and didn’t
share some musical/cultural commonality: he could speak some
Yiddish, I could play some blues.
He learned his Yiddish from growing up in University City and being
paid by one of the synagogues to
perform tasks that were not permitted to Jews on the Sabbath.
I could play some blues having
grown up in Detroit and studying
guitar with one of Detroit’s finest
folk blues musicians. It was precisely that finger-style country blues
idiom that I cut my teeth on, and to
which Michael was a devoted practitioner.
I would often sit with him in the
back room of the music store, talking guitars and music, watching
him repair something the owner
had taken in, sometimes sharing a
few riffs on a guitar.
Michael was a shy kid, and what
a lot of people didn’t know about
him was that he could fix instruments as well as play them. I
watched him work; he stared into
the instruments and without formal
instruction, figured out how to
repair them.
Some years passed. Michael dis-

appeared from the store and I lost
track of him. I had some kids, life
intervened. Fifteen years later, I was
raising three kids and the oldest had
a friend who played guitar and had
his guitars repaired by someone
with a storefront on a residential
street in University City.
"He knows you," my son’s friend
told me, "come on over with me." I
walked into the storefront; it was
my old friend Michael, grown up
now, with a wife and kids of his
own, a business
repairing and trading
in a certain kind of
guitar that suited his
roots-based fingerstyle blues excellence.
Michael’s environment was often
peopled by elderly
blues musicians from the area who
Michael had befriended, and some
whom he had recorded. By this
time, my own musical style had
transformed into a classical,
Mediterranean,
North-African
based, Middle Eastern modal
improvisational mélange. I was
playing the oud, ancient ancestor to
the lute, as well as classical guitar.
The problem with all ouds is structure: they are not well braced, they
are ordinarily made out of inferior
woods, they are impossible to
repair.
I had taken several of my ouds to
the cleverest repair people in the
area. When I had shown them to
cello makers, violin restorers, classical guitar luthiers, to the person,
they all suggested I retire the unredeemable ouds.
I brought them to Michael. He
took his time, but he repaired every
one of them. He figured some had
been broken and not set properly in
repair a long time before, others he
added finger boards that hadn’t
been applied correctly, he re-set
necks, he invented devices to electrify a select few with equipment he
researched on the Internet.
Twenty years later, Michael and
I were sharing riffs again, trading off
from Sears and Roebuck catalog guitars to Middle Eastern lutes, raising
a new sound inspired by the blues,
West to East, recovering something
in our friendship that had been set
long ago in the music, the ascendance of the one language: music, in
all its forms and colors. In the many,
one. >
James Goodman is a rabbi,
writer, and musician. You can check
him out at www.neveshalom.org
and www.stonegoodman.com.

It was precisely
that finger-style
country
blues
idiom that I cut
my teeth on.
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- Jake Wagman, Stltoday.com
February 8, 2006.

THE FINAL WORD

ONE DROP RULES
BY LUCAS HUDSON

Democratic Senator Barack
Obama is the product of an interracial relationship. His father is
Kenyan, and his mother is a white
American. What exactly does that
make him? African-American?
Kenyan-American? Or, as some
would argue, why does it matter?
His fame and mixed-race parentage,
along with the dramatically increasing numbers of mixed-race children
born every year, thrusts the issue of
ethnic and/or racial classification
into the limelight. Is the old onedrop rule, that holdover from slavery that means any African blood
makes you "black," still valid?
Obviously, the one-drop rule was
useful for maximizing profits in a
time where trafficking in human
beings was part and parcel of
American life, but what are the
implications of revisiting that
ancient doctrine?
Obama apparently considers
himself an African-American. In an
interview with CNN anchor Paula
Zahn on September 13, 2004, he
stated: "You know, I've always been
comfortable with describing myself
as black or African-American…it's

not something I view as in some
way rejecting the white side of my
family. And when I describe myself
as African-American, what I'm
embracing are a set of traditions
and––and struggles that I have had
to confront in American society."
ZAHN: Given your mixed race,
I'm still fascinated that you still
identify yourself as a black
American...
OBAMA:
" If I was
arrested for
armed robbery and my
mug shot was
on the television screen,
p e o p l e
wouldn't be
debating if I
was African-American or not. I'd be
a black man going to jail. Now if
that's true when bad things are happening, there's no reason why I
shouldn't be proud of being a black
man when good things are happening, too."
What Obama is saying, and I
agree, is that our nation’s past has
already defined the ethnicity of

mixed-race Americans by its treatment of mixed-race Americans. Biracial Americans suffered the same
indignities as the rest of black
America, though lighter skin and
finer hair did garner limited social
and even economic advantages.
Revisiting bi–or-multi-racial identities is an attempt, no matter how
subconscious or well-intentioned,
to turn a
blind eye
to
the
past. The
tragedy of
9 / 1 1
intensified
an
ongoing
but subtle
whitewashing,
or willful forgetfulness concerning
America’s pathologically racist history.
National tragedy incurs
intense patriotic fervor, stifles dissent and frowns upon any
reminders that America is not an
infallible nation. Incredulous reactions to black history month bear
this out––statements like "Well,
there isn’t a white history month,"

Bi-racial Americans suffered
the same indignities as the
rest of black America, though
lighter skin and finer hair did
garner limited social and
even economic advantages.

or, "If there were a television station
called white entertainment, it
wouldn’t be allowed," or "If there
were a white Miss America contest,
it would be called racist," flow
freely from the mouths of people
purported to be educated.
If there were a new ethnic identity or classification for bi-racial
Americans, would they be the beneficiaries of Affirmative Action?
Would they be protected under fair
employment laws or fair housing
laws? Could they be the victims of
hate crimes if they were no longer
considered black? Well, I think the
point is obvious. Because mixedrace Americans (mixed with
African-American blood) suffered
from the same kind of discrimination, the weight of those shared
experiences creates cultural ties to
African-Americans that defy the
purpose of any new meaningful ethnic identity.
If you want to have the final word, contact
Lucas at lucas@archcitychronicle.com
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DOG DAY

STREETS OF ST. LOUIS
QUESTIONS POSED AND PICTURES TAKEN BY TOM LAMPE

BY MATTHEW MURPHY
Connie Cominski and her husband strolled to one of their
favorite
Soulard
restaurants,
Norton's, to have lunch one sunny
Saturday this month. They wanted
to enjoy the day on Norton's
famous patio. Yet to their surprise,
the manager on duty that day
wouldn't seat them because of their
dining companion, Albert. The
Cominski's tried to explain that it
was against the law to refuse them
service.
Cominski said they were told
to, "Go ahead and call cops."
The problem, you see, is that
Albert is a dog, Connie's service
dog to be exact. Connie is faced
with a disease that can cause her to
lose her balance; Albert is there to
restaurants when they are busy, or it
provide her with stability. He
may cause a problem. But the patio
accompanies the Cominski's everywas fairly open when they arrived
where, includat Norton's.
ing restaurants
Cominski's
tried
to
Bill
Bert,
and
grocery
stores, but his
explain that it was against Albert's trainer
at St. Louis
was the first
the law to refuse them Service Dogs
time going to
service. They were told to, Inc., explained
Norton's.
are rare
Connie says
"Go ahead and call cops." these
cases. Bert said
they use comusually only a
mon
courtesy
phone call is needed settle the matwhen out with Albert and avoid
ter. He advises clients not to confront the business, but to politely
leave and then contact him.
Carol Norton, owner of Norton’s,
later apologized to Cominski and
offered her a gift certificate.
Cominski said she and her husband look forward to enjoying
Norton's patio this summer.
"I love, Norton's," said Connie. "
I just think it’s a matter of education." >

Q: Spring is approaching.

What are you most looking forward
to with the coming of nice weather?

"Seeing the 850 bulbs my wife and I planted in the
yard in full bloom."
- Bob Pinkowski, otherwise known as "Neighbor Bob"
of Lafayette Square.

"Adding more flagstone to my yard so there's less grass to mow
this year!"
- Terri Philippi,
Happy gardener with three dogs,
lives in the Shaw Neighborhood.

BY ANNA FIMMEL

"I love sports, so I'm ready to just be outside. I'm really looking
forward to swimming."
- Alanna Styer, Student at McKinley CJA

"A big crowd at Soulard Market with open pocket books."
- Charles Haller, Street Musician, Bates Street Folk and Blues
Band (plays for Wedding, Funerals, Divorces, etc. call 781-5856)
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FOR THE RECORD
FOR THE RECORD
In addition to the school board race, the
April 4 city ballot will include three
other matters:

any officer later than one hundred and
eighty (180) days from the date the petition is requested by the petitioners
from the Board of Election.

PROPOSITION EJ
Shall the Board of Trustees of St. Louis
Community College (Junior College
District of St. Louis, St. Louis County,
Missouri) be authorized to increase the
operating tax levy for the purposes of
implementing recommendations from
the GROWTH community engagement
process which includes implementing
job-training
programs,improving
instructional programs, enhancing
instructional staff, providing necessary
computer and technology infrastructure, repairing and replacing roofs,
modernizing and replacing heating and
cooling systems,improving safety and
security operations, and constructing
and equipping new instructional facilities by $0.12 cents per one hundred dollars of assessed valuation? If this proposition is approved, the adjusted operating levy of the college district is estimated to be $0.3408 cents per one hundred dollars of assessed valuation.

PROPOSITION G
Shall the graduated business license
tax rates imposed in SECTION ONE of
Ordinance 60643 be repealed and new
graduated business license tax rates as
follows be imposed: St. Louis
Employees
Graduated Business
License Tax

CHARTER AMENDMENT - PROPOSITION R
Shall the Charter of the City of St. Louis
be amended by repealing Section 9 of
Article III relating to limitations on the
time of filing recall petitions and enacting a new section to be numbered
Section 9 of Article III relating to the
same subject matter which shall be and
read as follows?

Other Elections
Outside of the City, keep an eye out for
a couple of important municipal elections:
In Sunset Hills, the incumbent
mayor, James Hobbs, is being challenged by John Hunzeker. Additionally
the four aldermen who are up for reelection are all being opposed by members of a slate.
In Clayton, there are two renegades
challenging the status quo: Bret Rich
and Cynthia Holmes. Holmes is trying
to unseat incumbent Judy Goodman,
while Rich is faced with a write-in
campaign backed by the political establishment as embodied by Ben
Uchitelle.
These two elections are important
because the challengers are motivated
by perceived abuse of eminent domain.
In Sunset Hills, it was the failed
Novuus project. In Clayton, the controversial Centene project. The former
deals with a residential development,
the latter with a commercial project,
but both would displace small individ-

Section 9. Limitations on Use.
The Board of Election Commissioners
shall prescribe the form of the recall
petition. Any such form shall provide
for the dating of all signatures thereon.
At the time a recall petition is requested the Board of Election Commissioners
shall notify the officer who is the subject of the recall petition. No recall petition shall be filed against any officer
within the first six months or the last
six months of his term nor within eighteen months after a proposition for his
recall has been defeated at an election.
No recall petition shall be filed against

2 or > $200.00
3-5 $325.00
6-10 $675.00
11-20 $1500.00
21-30 $2250.00
31-40 $3000.00
41-50 $4500.00
51-75 $7500.00
76-100 $11,250.00
101-150 $15,000.00
151-200 $20,250.00
201-300 $25,500.00
301-400 $30,000.00
401-500 $34,500.00
501 or < $37,500.00

uals for a promised bigger tax base.
Neither is dealing with what urbandwellers have experienced as blight.
Finally there’s the mayoral election
in University City. Joe Adams is in a
space akin to Mayor Schoemehl circa

1992. As Vince was quoted as saying,
"Your friends come and go and your
enemies just accumulate." A weariness,
call it "personality fatigue" seems to
have set in U-City and Shelley Welsch
has open sails to capture the spirit.

OFF THE RECORD
One state representative
complains to the ACC: I keep
hearing from the mayor's
office that the city could not
afford anymore pay or benefits
for
the
police.
Interestingly, when House
Bill 1733 (that authorizes pay
increases for overtime for sergeants) came up recently the
two city lobbyists remained
in their seats and did not testify
against
the bill. I'm
getting a little
tired of having the mayor
asking us to
throw up road
blocks
that
make
the
police department mad and
then playing dead when it's
his turn to stand up in
Jefferson City.

percentage of the project and
would be earmarked for the
neighborhood housing development corporate. It’s not the sort
of suggestion that gets developers excited. But
it would help
aldermen who
are looking for
new
funding
sources
as
P r e s i d e n t
Bush’s continues to cut CBGD
(Community
Block
Grant
Development) monies to urban
areas.

I'm getting a little
tired of having the
mayor playing dead
when it's his turn to
stand
up
in
Jefferson City.

One developer tells us that
aldermen are floating an idea
to ask them to make PILOT
(Payments in lieu of taxes) for
projects that receive TIFs.
The payments would be a

“Conformity is the
jailer of freedom
and the enemy of
growth.”
- John F. Kennedy

One fine Republican source tells
ACC he’s seeing McCaskill out to
dinner everywhere––with her
husband––and wonders if she’s
working as hard during this
cycle as she did against Holden
and Blunt last time.

15th Ward Alderwoman
Jennifer Florida
is proud to support
the Arch City Chronicle.
City Hall, Rm 230 • 1200 Market Street
Saint Louis, MO 63103 • 314.622.3287 phone
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IT AIN’T EASY continued from p 1

valid signatures of registered
Missouri voters to the Secretary of
State by July 31 to appear on the
November ballot, and it has collected over 3,000 so far. The party fell
377 signatures short in its 2004
effort.
PPM leaders are
not
concerned
about recent local
scandals involving
paid signature gatherers. Lydia Lewis,
who is seeking
PPM’s nomination
for U.S. Senate,
explained, "All of our petitioning is
done by dedicated volunteers. We
don’t use any professional petitioners." The party’s unsuccessful 2004
petition drive had the highest signature validity rate of all groups submitting statewide petitions.
In addition to Lewis two other
candidates have already announced
their intentions to seek the PPM
nomination for offices that will
appear on the St. Louis ballot:
Terry Bunker, a Kansas City
accountant, candidate for State
Auditor.
Robin Hanson, a DeSoto teacher,
candidate
for
Congress––3rd
District.
A state convention of the party
is scheduled shortly before petitions are due, and at that time, it
will be decided which offices to
contest and which candidates to
nominate. They are expected to

focus on the withdrawal of U.S.
troops from Iraq, repealing the
Patriot Act, enacting single-payer
universal health care, ending abusive commercial eminent domain
and other forms of "corporate welfare" and calling for the impeachment of President George W. Bush
and Vice-President
Dick Cheney.
Party chair Dee
Berry of Kansas City
stated, "We need a
real
opposition
party so that there
can be a dialog
about getting out of
Iraq. Democratic candidates have
been unwilling to challenge the
Bush Administration on the war."
St. Louisan David Sladky added,
"Corporations give huge amounts of
money in the form of ‘campaign
contributions’ to both Republicans
and Democrats. We need a voice, an
independent party that will act in
the best interests of the people."
Third party candidates hope to
benefit from ongoing national scandals involving Republicans and
Democrats. In California last year, a
third-party congressional candidate
garnered 25 percent of the vote in a
four-candidate race, just three percentage points behind the secondplace Democrat. In Jefferson
County, Mo., last month, a
Libertarian with virtually no funding got nearly 12 percent of the vote
in a special election. >

We need a voice,
an
independent
party that will act
in the best interests
of the people."
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COMPROMISE ARTIST continued from p 1
routinely demonstrated the ability
to mobilze voters in the high-vote
count wards of southwest city, more
than the activists have done in
mobilizing voters in north city.
Another objection to the legislation was the bill’s "whereas" clauses.
Board bills contain a series of clauses that begin Whereas… They introduce the need for the legislation,
and provide context
for the proposal. One
source close to many
aldermen described
the whereas clauses
as "over-the-top" and
said that many aldermen didn’t want their
name associated with that rhetoric.
These references include mention of
the "blue wall of silence" and other
police misdeeds.
Strategists working to move the
bill perceived that some aldermen
who would never be in favor of a
CRB, and were creating objections
while insisting falsely that they
could support a CRB.
The African American Caucus
decided to offer a compromise on
issue of elections and approach

aldermen who they thought were
open to an appointed CRB.
Aldermen Kennedy and Freeman
Bosley called on Board President
Jim Shrewsbury; Alderman Lewis
Reed spoke to Aldermen Joseph
Roddy and Phyllis Young; Kennedy
talked to Alderman Florida and
made a separate contact with
Alderman Young.
They had previously engaged
the mayor’s office,
and thought that
they had assurances that the
mayor would sign
the bill. One person close to the
efforts to pass the
bill describes that communication
as "a mix-up." The mayor subsequently decided not to sign the bill,
but to let it become law without his
signature, a move that baffles some
observers as it will gain the mayor
the ire of the SLPOA while garner
him no favor with the bill’s proponents.
Though the bill becomes law, it
still needs the approval of the
Police Board who doesn’t seem to
have any interest in the idea. >

STRAIGHT-SHOOTING PHOTOG continued from p 1
pit-bull as part of her security
arrangement.
In addition to her long list of
political clients, Gorman is atuned
to St. Louis’ hip-hop scene. Her
portfolio includes numerous rap
artists, including Destiny’s Child

and Nelly. During the shoot I saw,
she stopped at one point, cranked
up some loud rap music, and,
yelling out all the lines, used the
song to draw out some attitude from
her subject. Attitude, which she
herself, has absolutely no shortage
of. >

Many aldermen
didn’t want their
name associated
with that rhetoric.

CONTINUING COVERAGE
UPDATES ON PREVIOUS ACC STORIES
are you won’t like it, but if taken, it
will almost surely help you get better.
Now that you’re ready, here it is:
The most important word in the
English language is not "I."
BY MATTHEW MURPHY
Go ahead. We can take a minute
Stories in the San Francisco
here while you nurse your fragile
Chronicle of recently-hired Arlene
ego.
Ackerman's five-year tenure may
The word "I" is the word you use
give St. Louisans déjà vu. The sysmore than any other during your
tem had a school board fractured
radio stint. This overuse could lead
by politics and infighting, tension
us as listeners to assume you’re very
between the teachers' union and
sure of yourself, which you know
the
superintendent,
budget
isn’t always the case. It could also
deficits, closing schools, and feelbe seen as an indication that you
ings that the district is run from
think we really care about your
the top-down and ignores commuopinions. Whatever gives you that
nity input.
idea?
Ackerman's familiarity with
Let’s see. What makes you
circumstances that mirror St.
enough of an expert that we should
Louis' own may provide an advanput any more weight in what you
tage.
believe than, say, a true expert in
• Student performance on the
the field of your discussion?
California
Are you a crediStandards Test
ble
source of inforAckerman's familiari(similar to the
mation because you
ty with circumstances come to work every
M i s s o u r i
Assessment
that mirror St. Louis' day and sit in a stuP r o g r a m )
dio talking into a
own may provide an microphone
increased nearly
to
50 percent in
whomever
is
on
the
advantage.
Math
and
other end of the
Science in the
broadcast phenomelast five years.
non known as radio? Are you a sig• Budget cuts forced the closnificant source of information
ing of several schools, leading
because you’ve read a couple artisome to question her commitment
cles on this subject? Should we
to the communities hit.
hang onto your every word because
• Her signature "Dream
you’ve been doing this type of work
Schools" program, which targeted
for several years? Do you expect us
low-performing schools with a rigto be awed by your words of wisorous curriculum and longer
dom because you’re a pseudohours, saw positive results but
celebrity? In short, how can you be
generated anger among teachers
so delusional to believe that we care
because they were required to
one iota what your opinion
reapply annually.
is––about anything?
• The end of the deseg proTalk radio is (or at least once
gram in a city that faced signifiwas) a great learning opportunity.
cant academic divides along
We could sit in our workplace or
racial, economic and geographical
home and hear people who were
lines.
experts in their fields answering
• Tumultuous union negotiaquestions that were important to us.
tions which led Ackerman to call
Elected officials took phone calls on
for tightened security by the S.F.
the air from listeners and were put
Police Department and the union
into the not-always-enviable posito call for her dismissal.
tion of being publicly accountable
• Cleaned-up corruption in the
to their constituents.
facilities department. After calling
Where was the host in all of this?
in the FBI, the district received a
She or he acted as a catalyst––not
$50 million settlement from the
boring us with her/his own opinion
companies involved in defrauding
but providing us with the chance to
the district.
learn from someone knowledgeable.
• Accused of improper credit
It was a wonderful thing, somecard use by the board as she was
thing few of you current talkers can
leaving. Ackerman took 32 workimagine. We listeners weren’t being
related trips around the country in
bombarded with the "I" word. These
2005. In the process she racked up
hosts, who could run rings around
$45,000 in expenses. The board
most of you in the intelligence
said she was wasteful in her
department, took an approach that
choice of restaurants and hotels,
would be quite refreshing today:
choosing luxury over thrift. >
They were learning at the same time
we were.
Listeners weren’t subjected to
the shallow personalities, marginal
intelligence and delicate egos we
encounter on the radio now. These
hosts didn’t set out to portray themselves as superiors to, or even
BY CONCERNED LISTENER
equals to, their guests. Instead they
were humans who were interested,
An open letter to St. Louis
just like their listeners. There was
radio talk show hosts:
no need for these hosts to put anyThere’s something you need to
one down. As facilitators, they were
hear. You probably don’t want to
our friends––the kind of people
hear it, but it might help if you
we’d enjoy having a beer with and
view this bit of information the
talking to about anything.
way you would a particularly disThere was no worry about image
tasteful dose of medicine: Odds

EDUCATION
ACKERMAN AT THE PLATE

MEDIA

ON AIR SOUND OFF

among these hosts. "Gerald" didn’t
become "Jerry" in a transparent
effort to sound like our buddy.
These people were comfortable
being themselves, in part because
they were truly interesting people
in their own rights. But they didn’t
shove their opinions down our collective throats. They gave the benefit of the doubt to their listeners,
assuming the audience to have more
than a modicum of intelligence.
Nowadays you worry about the
dwindling ratings on your shows
and threats posed by other media,
the Internet and satellite radio that
could erode your audience even
more. Maybe cutting one word out
of your vocabulary could be a step
toward regaining some credibility
with the masses. >

COMMUNITY
TG PARK TO HOST MARKET
BY STEPHANIE NOECKER

yard signs. It might seem like
unnecessary over-kill for this particular race, but it’s the sort of hard
than later pays dividends.
The 57th is going from simmering to boiling. Joe Palm and
Talibdin El-Amin have been trading
endorsement announcements and
counter-announcements. Amid the
back and forths, the 4th ward organization has apparently decided to go
Switzerland, sending out a whiteflag press-notice that they are sitting
this one out and making no endorsement. At press time, Palm called
ACC to announce that he had gained
the endorsement of 1st ward alderman Quincy Troupe. That ends
Round 3. This one is expected to go
the distance.
Only a week left in the March
fundraising quarter. The numbers
will be reported April 15. This is
show-time for those campaigns that
punted last quarter or had excuses
about why the $$$ didn’t show up
in the mail. Only one more quarter
before the August primaries. Keep
dialing!!

Broad-based support for a farmers’ market on the South Side has
helped turn one couple’s innovative
BY DAVE DREBES
idea into a reality––sooner than
many might have expected. Eager to
Arch City Chronicle asks its
make fresh, locally grown produce
readers to vote for Jim Buford and
available to the communities
Darnetta Clinkscale for the St.
around Tower Grove Park, South
Louis School Board. Since 2003, the
side residents Patrick Horine and
reform majority has directed the
Jenny Ryan sent out an online surdistrict on a path to regain its abilivey to gauge support for the idea. A
ty to function as an educational
scant six months later, a location
institute, no small task after decades
has been approved, vendors have
of civic neglect and managerial
been selected and the market will
incompetence. The first steps were
open to what is expected to be great
difficult and painful––restoring
fanfare May 13.
financial solvency and rationalizing
Horine says he had no idea how
its
operations.
much
work
it
This
second
would be when he
How can you be so phase began
with
started the project,
the hiring of Creg
delusional
to
believe
but that it has "defand the
initely been worth
that we care one iota Williams
adoption of a
it," and he looks
what your opinion is? strategic plan.
forward to opening
Though
there
day and to the
will be challenges here too with
ongoing community involvement.
implementation, the promised land
The market will open with
of a vastly improving district is
between 12-15 produce vendors and
drawing nearer. Already test scores
feature a variety of other permanent
are up across nearly every subject
and rotating informational stands,
category and grade level. The city’s
sponsored primarily by non-profit
future depends on continuing with
groups. Organizations interested in
the reform effort.
renting space, as well as volunteers
The Board of Aldermen is offerwho can help staff the Saturday
ing voters a couple of matters to
market, should sign up on the marvote on:
ket’s web site, www.tgmarket.org. >
Reforming the recall procedure––please vote Yes. Though it’s
good for copy, it’s no good for city
governance to have our aldermen’s
valuable time and energy diverted
with vendetta/sore-loser recalls.
Under this change, recalls would
remain a viable option, but reasonBY DAVE DREBES
able constraints would be placed on
the time allotted to collect signaMichael McMillan has nearly
tures, preventing the endless camguaranteed his leap from alderman
paigns that undermine aldermen’s
to license collector. Years of continability to do their job.
ual work, building a network of
Separately there is a proposal to
friends, favors and funders has
increase the business license tax.
made his bid a sure, certain bet. He
It’s a tax we pay at ACC, so you can
faces token opposition at this point
guess how we feel. The only thing
(filing closes next week) which will
worse than higher taxes to drive
likely result in a full-throttle cambusinesses out of the city, is crappy
paign since McMillan has made a
services and crumbling infrastruchabit of leaving nothing to chance.
ture to drive businesses out of the
That means that residents across the
city. We’ll gladly to do our part and
city will be seeing him at their
ante up the extra dough when our
neighborhood meetings and ward
license renews if you do your part
meetings; they’re already seeing his
and vote Yes on this proposal. >

ENDORSEMENTS
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Landed Affairs
NAKED CHURCH

appeared and the church was
closed.
The community had discussed
In
the
several
ideas for adaptive reuses of
south St. Louis
the
building;
a day care, civic or
neighborhood
senior
centers
were
favored options.
of
Clifton
As
the
Clifton
Heights
Heights, there
Neighborhood
Association
(CHNA)
is a unique
carefully weighed their options,
and
picturTom Bauer, their alderman at that
esque
crosstime, was in a hurry to make someroads. The intersection of Clifton
thing happen.
and Columbia Avenues is neatly
Bauer let
divided
into
the
building
quarters: comEven
as
it
stands
in
its
undergo
up for
mercial, civic,
sale;
he
residential and wear, the people who live
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’
t
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and
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very
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n
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d
religious section is the strik- polite and understanding of in private
individuals
ing centerpiece
the
public
indiscretion.
or
the
of this tableau.
CHNA
purchasing
it
for
its
assessed
Surrounded by lush, mature
value of $200,000. Instead, it was
trees, the heartbreakingly quaint
sold to a series of three different
19th century Clifton Heights
developers, eventually winding up
Presbyterian Church building had
in
the
hands
of
Horizon
always lent a Norman Rockwell feel
Development
Group
for
the
bargain
to this urban scene. Now, the hisbasement
price
of
$135,000.
Bauer
toric church radiates a bizarre Tim
passed
a
plan
through
the
Board
of
Burton glow as it sulks in limbo, all
Alderman
for
a
six-unit
townhouse
black, tattered and naked.
on the site, and the neighborhood
Designed by architect R.J.
only learned about the finality of
Dawson and erected in 1900, it was
the deal when they viewed
the second church built in the
Horizon’s plans and drawings for
neighborhood and was a vital hub of
the tiny lot.
20th century activity. But come the
Judy McNamara, who has lived
21st century, parishioners had disfor over 30 years in
the first house built
in Clifton Heights,
recalled
the
moment they saw
the
development
drawings. "Horizon
said the new building was an exact
replica
of
one
they’d built on
Brighton Way in
Clayton. That’s fine
for Clayton, but not
here. The threestory building was
to come right up to
the sidewalk, and a
12-car garage was
facing
Clifton
Avenue. That street
is already so narrow
that two cars can’t
pass at the same
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time. Imagine
the problems
with up to 12
cars emptying
onto
the
street.
The
plan was just
too big, too
dense, for the
area."
The neighborhood was
very precise
in
letting
Alderman
Bauer know
what
they
preferred for the site, but that they
could also live with Horizon’s plan if
it could be reduced to a three or fourunit building. Bauer completely
ignored them, and McNamara channeled her anger by forming Friends
of the 24th Ward, a group which led
a successful campaign to have
Alderman Bauer recalled in fall
2005. McNamara and the CHNA are
thrilled with the alderman who was
elected to take Bauer’s place,
W i l l i a m
Waterhouse.
"He’s not a
politician. He
was an electrician before
being elected
to the 24th
ward. So he
doesn’t have
previous
agendas. His
main priority
is ‘What does
the neighborhood want?’
He has been working non-stop to
take care of this mess."
It is, indeed, a mess. Barbara
Geisman, St. Louis City’s executive
director of development, recently
sent a letter to Horizon Development
Group, reminding them that the
Planning Commission is still waiting
for their revised plans, and that
nothing can go forward until such
revisions can be reviewed. Horizon,
however, owns the site, and they
have all the proper demolition permits and have been slowly stripping
the church.
In January, crews tore off the
wood paneling from a 1958 remodel,
leaving a tar paper façade flapping in
the breeze, with spots of the original
1900 cedar-shake siding peeking

through. Though its clothing was
yanked off, the olive green wood
trim and the stained glass coordinated nicely with the black patchwork, giving the church a downtrodden nobility.
The church is such a permanent
fixture of the neighborhood that
even as it stands in its underwear,
the people who live and work
around it are very polite and understanding of the public indiscretion.
They’re
just
relieved that
it’s still there,
that as long as
it
remains
standing then
there is hope
that it will be
saved. As it
stood
in
February, that
was a possibility.
Now
a
demolition
c o n t r a c t o r ’s
shingle leans against the church
sign, and most of the stained glass
has been removed. A look through
the empty eye sockets reveals holes
punched in the vaulted ceiling.
Peering through a dirty basement
window, beyond the food pantry
leftovers, a mangled pile of the
building rests uneasily.
Apparently, Horizon really is
going to demolish the church, even
though there’s no guarantee of anything to replace it. That they’ve
employed a leisurely approach to
destruction almost feels as if they’re
taunting the neighborhood that
thwarted them. To do such a thing
to a beloved former church is just
downright unchristian. >

C L A S S I F I E D S
TO PLACE AN AD

FREE CLSFDS
First come first serve, priority to ACC
advertisers. To place, visit

www.archcitychronicle.com

REAL ESTATE

- FOR RENT

Historic Shaw Rehab 776-5311Large LR & DR. Closet in DR & kit
with walk-in closet in Bedroom. 2
office/library/guest rooms. Kitchen
has stove, frig., DW,& GD. CA, off
street parking, ceiling fans, miniblinds. W/D and storage in basement. $725.00

LIVE NEXT TO SCHLAFLY
BOTTLEWORKS! Rehabbed
Maplewood Apartments, Large - 2
Bedroom Units $650/mth - Cable
Ready - Heat Included (NO GAS
BILL!!) Off Street Parking, City Living
without the 1% Cover Charge
Call O'Connor Management
314-646-7900
South City Homes, Rent to Own!!!!
No Money Down!!!! Must sell ASAP.
2,3, and 4 bedrooms available. Act
now, going fast!!!! Contact Jennifer
@ 314-752-9747

LOCATION, LOCATION, LOCATION
The same principle applies
to advertising as well.

Place your REAL ESTATE ad here.
Call Sunyatta at 314-629-5936

Garage for rent $40 per month
Near 55 & S. Broadway 773-5820
3 bedroom, 2nd floor apartment on
Arsenal, across from Tower Grove
Park & half block west of Grand.
$850 a month, includes gas, electric, water, sewer. One year lease
required. No smoking. No pets. $35
non-refundable application fee.
E-mail info@towergrovechurch.org.

ANTIQUES
If your furnishings aren't becoming to
your home, you should be coming to
us. Three established antiques and
collectibles shops. Over sixty years
combined experience in selling and
buying. Fay's Antiques (20 years
experience managing estate sales)
3318 1/2 Meramec 314-351-5572.
Meramec Antiques (Specializing in
Old Mission Oak)3314 Meramec
314-369-7151. Towergrove Antiques
and Books (We buy anything we can
make a buck on)3316 Meramec
314-352-9020.

SERVICES
SPIRTAS EMERGENCY
In any crisis or emergency... When
you need heavy equipment...
When you need structure stabilization... When you need hazardous
material cleanup... When you need
a name you can trust...
1.877.URGENT.911
Was your household income less
than $38,000 in 2005? Find out if
you qualify for EITC income tax
credits. Call the United Way at 314421-4636.

DONKEYS
DONKEYS for sale or rent. Book or
buy now for that future need. All
colors and sizes available. They
make great pets as well as a political statement!! Wooly Woods Farm.
New Melle, MO 636-828-5100

HMMM
How so?

EVENTS
Trivia Night, Sat. April 8, 2006
Community Alternatives, Inc. is hosting a Trivia Night Fundraiser at St.
Pius V Parish Hall (Grand at Utah).
Proceeds benefit CA client programs.
Team and attendance prizes, silent
auction, raffles and much more!
Doors open at 6:30, begins at 7:00.
$12.50 per person. 8 people per
table, 6 minimum. Beer, wine and
refreshments available for purchase
or bring your own! For reservations,
call Alicia Conway at 314-772-8801
x. 227 or email aconway@community-alternatives.org
St. Louis Area Young Republicans
meet on the 2nd Thurs. of every
month 7:30 PM at the St. Louis
County Library Headquarters, 1640
S. Lindbergh Blvd. Check out
WWW.STLYR.COM or email
stlyr@hotmail.com
Give Blood, Not Brains! Zombie
Squad, the nation's premiere nonstationary cadaver suppression task
force, along with The American Red
Cross and the St. Louis Police
Officers Association, is sponsoring a
blood drive. Free food and screenings of zombie movies for any and
all who donate. Come out, give
blood, and have fun! March 25,
2006 11a.m.- 3p.m. St. Louis Police
Lodge 3710 Hampton Avenue
Book sale! 52nd City presents hundreds of affordable, quality used
books: Sat. April 15, 11:30-4:00 at
The Royale-3132 S. Kingshighway.
For info: www.52ndcity.com.
On Wed. vote for a new voice for
the 24th Ward Regular Democratic
Organization Committeman, Josh
Wiese. Josh brings a young, family
man's perspective to this role. As a
homeowner, he cares about the
future of our area and will work
hard to represent the interest of
Democratic voters in our ward.
Remember to come out and vote on
Wed., March 22nd at the IBEW
Training Hall, Hampton & Elizabeth
at 7:30pm.

WANTED
Someone who knows how to do
logistical regression using SPSS. Will
pay or barter for consulting services.
Please call 314-341-3000 and ask
for LeaAnne.

JOIN US
ATTENTION ORGANIC AND NATURAL FOOD LOVERS: Buying Group
of St. Louis (BGOSL) is a memberowned non-profit cooperative just
east of Tower Grove Park. New
members who share our commitment to community, sustainablity,
and cooperation are always welcome. Call us for our next store
hours and come shop your first time
at member prices! Phone 314-7717213 or check our website at
www.bgosl.com

EMPLOYMENT OPPS
Looking for extra cash? Paying
$15/hour for weekend work during
March. Call 446-5470 for more
details.

PERSONAL NOTES
If Chuck Miller can get George
Clooney to the 24th Ward, he
should get our vote for committeeman.
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